We consider a tree topology T, typically an initial topology to be improved using SPRs. The subtrees of T are denoted by capital letters: A, B, W … etc. Taxa and tree nodes are denoted with small letters: a, b, v … etc.
We also consider pairwise evolutionary distances among taxa, and average distances between subtrees.  ab is the distance between taxa a and b;  AB is the average distance between (non-intersecting) subtrees A and B. SPR tree searching in FastME is based on the balanced minimum evolution (BME) principle and Pauplin's (2001) tree length formula. In this framework, the average distance between subtrees is defined recursively. Assuming that B is composed of two subtrees B' and B", then:
If A and B each contains a single taxon a and b, respectively, then    AB ab . Given T and the  matrix of pairwise distances among taxa, the average distances between all pairs of non-intersecting subtrees in T is computed in 2 ( ) O n time (n is the number of taxa), using a tree traversal algorithm described in (Desper and Gascuel 2002) . Computing all these average distances is the first step in SPR tree searching.
Moreover, these average distances can be updated (at least those being required to apply tree length formulae) all along the search for the best improving SPR. Consider the figure below, where p W is the pruned subtree, and we search for the best insertion branch for p W along the path from nodes 1 v to we always observed k n  (typically between a few units and 3 n ).
Algorithm comparison with real data
Here we compare standard algorithms and FastME using real data. Several studies with simulated data have shown the advantage of using NNIs in combination with BME (e.g. Gascuel 2002, 2004; Vinh et al. 2005) . With simulated data, the true tree is known. We are thus able to compare the topological accuracy of algorithms, and FastME was shown to be substantially more accurate than NJ (among others). However, simulated data are often considered "too easy" and many authors recommend using real data. Then, the true topology is unknown, and we must rely on other criteria and approaches. We use here minimum evolution (BME version) and maximum likelihood criteria. Minimum evolution measures the fit of the inferred tree using its total length (i.e. the sum of the lengths of its branches). This criterion is minimized (the shorter the inferred tree, the better), and shares with maximum parsimony the general principle that simple explanations are preferable to complex ones. Minimum evolution forms the basis of a large number of distance based algorithms: NJ and those implemented in FastME and MEGA (Tamura et al. 2011 ), but also FastTree1 (Price et al. 2009 ), for example. We also use the likelihood of the tree topology inferred from the input alignment, as in many studies, typically comparing ML-based algorithms (e.g. Guindon et al. 2010) . The higher the likelihood, the better the phylogenetic tree and inference algorithm. In the following, we first describe the features of our data sets, then the algorithms being compared, and lastly their results regarding minimum evolution and maximum likelihood criteria.
Data sets
Large, public data sets were extracted from:
 Flu (Bao et al. 2008) , http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/FLU/FLU.html
We used type B alignments, which are both large and well aligned, with "Full-length only" and "Collapse identical sequences" options. The 3 largest protein and DNA data sets were selected.
 Rbcl (Stamatakis et al. 2010) , http://www.exelixis-lab.org/resource/download/rbcl/ We used the 4 DNA data sets available.
 PhyML 3.0 benchmark (Guindon et al. 2010) , http://www.atgc-montpellier.fr/phyml/benchmarks/index.php?ben=lg
We used the largest DNA and protein data sets available in this benchmark (extracted from TreeBase, Sanderson et al. 1994) , to leverage a total of 10 DNA and 10 protein data sets. Some of these alignments contain a large number of gaps. We used BMGE (Criscuolo et al. 2010 ) with default options to remove the gappy sites from flu alignments. BMGE was also used to remove the sequences having more than 50% of gaps in some of the rbcl and PhyML alignments. The main features of these data sets are summarized in the table above, where identifiers in italics correspond to alignments cleaned using BMGE. All these data are available from FastME web site: http://www.atgc-montpellier.fr/fastme/.
Algorithms being compared
Using these data sets, we compare: NJ (Saitou and Nei 1987) ; BioNJ (Gascuel 1997) ;
NJ+NNI, where the initial NJ tree is improved with FastME NNIs; NJ+SPR, where the initial NJ tree is improved with FastME SPRs; NJ+OLSME, where the initial NJ tree is improved with MEGA by close neighbor interchanges (CNIs), optimizing the ordinary leastsquares version of minimum evolution (OLSME, Rzhetsky and Nei 1993; MEGA options:
"construct minimum evolution tree" and "ME Search Level = 2"); FastTree1 (Price et al. 2009 ), which searches for minimum evolution trees, but uses profiles instead of a distance matrix. In that respect, FastTree1 is in-between distance and character methods, as it reconstructs the sequence profiles of ancestral nodes. Moreover, FastTree does not compute all pairwise distances, which constitutes the computational bottleneck of standard distance methods. We also ran NINJA (Wheeler 2009 ) and STC (Vinh et al. 2005) . NINJA is a very fast implementation of NJ with simplified distance estimation (compared to FastME, DNADIST and PROTDIST from PHYLIP). As expected, we observed that NINJA obtained results very close to NJ's, but much faster. However, current NINJA implementation does not allow for alignments with >10,000 sites (proteic-M3756-77x1's1234-2008 and proteic-M2577-40x12260-2005 in our benchmark) and its results are not shown below. STC was very fast too and its performance was similar to NJ's, except with the 4 rbcl data sets where inferred trees were just inconsistent; again its results are not shown.
NJ, BioNJ, NJ+NNI and NJ+SPR are run with FastME, including distance estimation using TN93 for DNA and JTT for proteins, with a continuous gamma distribution of rates across sites of parameter 1.0. NJ+OLSME is run with MEGA, including distance estimation, using the same models as FastME. FastTree1 uses simple evolutionary models (JC69 for DNA, and log-corrected with BLOSUM45 for proteins) and does not allow for a gamma distribution of rates across sites. As the advantage of using rates across sites with distancebased approaches is questionable (Guindon and Gascuel 2002) , we also check the performance of NJ+SPR-, where the distance matrix is estimated without gamma distribution, and tree building is achieved by NJ+SPR.
Computing times in seconds, with two Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPUs X5650 2.67GHz, are displayed in the table below. For comparison purpose, we also provide the computing times of DNADIST and PROTDIST from PHYLIP to estimate the distances matrices using F84, JTT and a continuous gamma distribution of rates across sites. We see that distance calculation by FastME is much faster than PHYLIP's, but MEGA is even faster with DNA. This is a part of the FastME code which could be improved, for example using vectorization as in FastDist (Elias and Lagergren 2007) . Our implementation of tree building algorithms could likely be improved too, but all FastME algorithms are still fast, including Dist+NJ+SPR, which is the only method to achieve SPRs. FastTree1 is remarkably fast with the larger data sets. 
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Length of inferred tree topologies
To estimate the length of the tree topologies inferred by any of the methods being compared, we used FastME with BME option, fixed topology, branch length optimization, and TN93/JTTmodels with continuous gamma distribution of rates across sites of parameter Note: In this table, we report pairwise comparisons between methods, with two references: NJ and NJ+SPR. All methods are compared to both references. For example: BioNJ is compared to NJ, and then NJ+SPR; "+" is the number of times where BioNJ is better (the BioNJ tree length is shorter than the reference), "-" is the number of times where BioNJ is worse, these numbers are bold, underlined when their difference is significant (p-value<5% using a sign test); "‰ tree length" is the average per mille relative difference in tree length of reference minus BioNJ; BioNJ is better than NJ with 7 DNA alignments, worse with 3, and its tree length is 6 ‰ shorter than NJ's; when both algorithms share x topologies in common, "+" and "-" cells sum to 10 -x (e.g. x=3
with NJ+NNI, NJ+SPR and protein data).
We see from this table that NJ performs well compared to NJ+OLSME, BioNJ and FastTree1, especially with protein data. This is an expected outcome as NJ optimizes the BME version of minimum evolution (Gascuel and Steel 2006) , which we use here as comparison criterion. However, as expected again, NJ and all methods (including NJ+SPR-)
are clearly beaten by NJ+NNI and NJ+SPR, which further improve the NJ tree using topological moves, with tree length gains of ~10 ‰ or more. Moreover, NJ+SPR finds better tree topologies than NJ+NNI, but the gains in tree length are low (~2 ‰). These results show that our SPR and NNI algorithms achieve their goal and find trees that are substantially shorter than those found by other methods. In the next section, we measure whether this gain in tree length is associated with a gain in tree likelihood.
Likelihood of inferred tree topologies
To compute the likelihood of the inferred tree topologies by any of the methods being compared, we use PhyML with GTR+4 for DNA sequences, and JTT+4 for proteins. The model parameters and branch lengths are optimized by PhyML, but the tree topology is fixed.
Results are displayed in the table below. All methods are compared to NJ and NJ+SPR using the same criteria as with tree length criterion.
We see from this table that NJ+OLSME does not significantly improve NJ. BioNJ does better than NJ with DNA sequences, but similarly with proteins. NJ is significantly bested by NJ+NNI with DNA sequences, and by NJ+SPR with both DNA sequences and proteins; moreover, the likelihood gains are substantial, especially with DNA (~10 ‰).
FastTree1 does slightly better than NJ+SPR with DNA sequences and slightly worse with proteins, while NJ+SPR- (same as NJ+SPR but not using any rates across sites model, just as FastTree1) is best in these experiments (in accordance with Guindon and Gascuel 2001) , both with DNA and protein sequences, but with a small margin compared to NJ+SPR.
Globally, we see from these experiments that tree length and likelihood criteria are congruent, with the slight exception of FastTree1 which performs very well regarding likelihood with DNA, but not so with tree length. This could be explained by the fact that FastTree1 is partly a character method and thus closer to the likelihood approach than the other pure distance-based methods. Note: In this table, we report pairwise comparisons between methods, with two references: NJ and NJ+SPR. All methods are compared to both references. For example: BioNJ is first compared to NJ, and then NJ+SPR; "+" is the number of times where BioNJ is better, "-" is the number of times where BioNJ is worse, these numbers are bold, underlined when their difference is significant (p-value<5% using a sign test); "‰ log-lk dif." is the average, relative difference in per mille of the log-likelihood of BioNJ minus the reference; BioNJ is better than NJ with 9 DNA alignments, worse once, and the average relative gain in log-likelihood is 9 ‰; when both algorithms share x topologies in common, "+" and "-" cells sum to 10 -x (e.g. x=3 with NJ+NNI, NJ+SPR and protein data).
Conclusion:
These experiments with real data indicate that the SPR tree searching algorithm implemented in FastME brings a substantial improvement compared to NJ, its variants and our original NNI algorithm, both in terms of tree length and likelihood. Moreover, the computing time is still quite low. For example, with the largest rbcl DNA data set (3,748 taxa and 1,370 sites), it requires about one hour and half on a desktop computer to compute the distance matrix (10 minutes), build an initial NJ tree (15 minutes), and improve this tree with SPRs (60 minutes).
